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Our world is becoming increasingly Intelligent
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Updating aircraft logs

Interactive maintenance

Uploading engine data

Ground/flight  
crew access

Updating entertainment system

Blending digital, physical, and virtual
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Security camera

Automated guided vehicle (AGV) 

Edge computing and analytics

Industrial robot

Handheld computing

Head mounted display

Driving collaboration between 
machines and humans



Edge cloudCentral cloud On-device

Connected intelligent edge

Extending AI to the edge
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Energy Retail Automotive Manufacturing

Healthcare Smart cities Industrial Agriculture

Driving digital transformation across industries
5G will enable $13.1 trillion of global sales activity in 2035

Source: The 5G Economy, an independent study from IHS Markit, commissioned by Qualcomm Technologies, Nov 2020.



Getting to the heart of healthcare’s needs

Improved health

Seamless experiences

Driven by consent

Democratized knowledge

Lowered cost

Reduce 
hospital 

stays

Hearing 
loss

Cough 
detection

Anomaly in 
daily life

Phone 
interaction 

change

Mental 
health 

monitoring

Gait 
anomaly

Activity 
anomaly

Fall risk

Depression 
/ anxiety 
detection

Real-time 
virtual care

Manage 
site of 
service

Monitoring 
high risk 
members

Cardio 
monitoring

Outlier 
behavior 
detection

HIGH VALUE USE CASE EXAMPLES HALLMARKS OF IMPACTFUL SOLUTIONS
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~7.5 billion 3G/4G/5G connections globally*

Our everyday wireless devices are powerful workhorses

Connectivity Processing

Process 
Technology

SoC  
innovation

Security

Location

Wi-Fi

Power 
amplifiers

Multimode, 
multiband  

transceivers 

Filters

Antenna  
tuners

AI

DSP

Video
processing

Sensor
processing

Computer 
vision

GPU

Multimedia

Power 
management

Language 
processing

CPU

Audio
processing

Imaging5G  
technology

Envelope
 tracking

Switches

RFFE

Bluetooth®

4G  
technology

*As of September 30, 2022, there were approximately 7.5 billion 3G/4G/5G connections globally representing 88% of total mobile connections (GSMA Intelligence, October 2022) 
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Live and continuous



My Health

Smart hubs Earbuds

WearablesLaptops

Smartphones AR / VR / MR

Seamlessly capturing patterns of life



The Importance of On-Device AI

On-device

Privacy

Reliability

Low latency

Efficient use of  
network bandwidth



Moving the center of gravity to the mobile user

Clinical cloud

EMR data

Lab results

Claims data

IoT data

Rx data

IoT as a data source IoT as a decision destination



New frontiers – FDA’s Software as a Medical Device (SaMD)

The term “Software as a Medical Device” (SaMD) is 
defined as software intended to be used for one or more 
medical purposes that perform these purposes without 
being part of a hardware medical device.

Source: Food and Drug Administration - https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/digital-health/software-medical-device-samd 
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A glimpse into the near future

Directional speakers 

Tracking and recording cameras

Inertial, haptic, 
and health sensors

On-board processing for AR 
capabilities

Multiple high sensitivity 
audio microphones

Eye tracking cameras

Bone conduction transducers

Low-Latency connectivity to cloud 
edge for enhanced capabilities 
(split rendering)

Ambient light sensors

New optics and projection 
technologies within a durable, 
semitransparent display

Hybrid edge processing maximizes mobility and capability
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Enables split-second decisions



Opportunity awaits for a new era of intelligent healthcare

Wireless 
ecosystem

Global wireless 
users

Healthcare 
ecosystem

Global 
governments

Let us pioneer together for a better tomorrow!
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